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About Me
Hobbies and Pets
Where I Live
How I Look
Animals, Colours and Sizes
Food and Drink
Going to School
Going to Work
Around the World
Healthy Lifestyle
Clothes and Shopping
Weather
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Speaking
Communicate orally using words and phrases
Ask and answer simple questions about myself
Communicate orally using several simple phrases developing accurate pronunciation
Ask others simple questions and understand the answer
Communicate orally using a range of sentences using some accurate pronunciation
Hold simple conversations based on covered themes
Express and justify opinions
Communicate orally linking several sentences together using accurate pronunciation
Hold longer conversations
Express and justify opinions on a range of topics

Listening
Listen to and understand the meaning of familiar words and phrases
Listen to and understand a series of short sentences on a familiar theme
Listen to and understand longer sentences on unfamiliar topics
Listen to and understand a range of longer sentences on unfamiliar topics with some unfamiliar language

Reading
Read and understand familiar words and phrases
Read and understand a wider range of phrases and find key information
Read and understand more complex sentences and different short texts with appropriate grammatical
complexity understanding the main points
Read and understand texts with some unfamiliar language with appropriate grammatical complexity

Writing
Accurately copy familiar words with developing awareness of punctuation
Write 5-10 words from memory with mostly accurate spelling
Copy and adept short phrases using familiar words
Write 3-5 simple sentences from memory
Write longer, compound sentences from memory, using basic connectives
Write a simple text from memory, starting to use complex sentences

Grammar
Recognise that nouns have gender and corresponding forms of definite and indefinite articles
Develop an understanding of simple negatives and the present tense in first and second person
Be introduced to adjectives and how they change depending on noun gender
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Develop an awareness of the structure of negative patterns
Know how to write in third person
Use the correct use of pronouns accurately
Understand how to form the negative in simple present tense sentences
Start to use simple conjugations of familiar verbs in the present tense
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Be confident in the use of adjectives
Consistently and accurately use the negative in sentences

